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--------------------------------------- "Not for the weak at maths" Copyright (C) 2001, 2002 Chris Markstall and Tom Gillean --------------------------------------- Checking if your drive can do *anything* ===== This would check to see if the computer can read data from a CD-ROM drive attached to port 0:0. If not, the terminal will show how many additional attempts you have to try. But if the drive works, you can check that your program gave
the right answer by issuing this command: SlowCD Serial Key 0 0 10 This will set the drive speed to 10x. If the above command does not give the desired result, try a different drive number. A: This all depends on your environment. The naming convention of Windows is to use the first drive on the first controller, for instance... \\.\PhysicalDrive0 So, if this is on a server, the correct answer will be: \\.\PhysicalDrive0 0 And you would supply

that in one line for instance using: SlowCD -p \\.\PhysicalDrive0 -t 0 -a 1 This would mean: \\.\PhysicalDrive0: use port 0: on controller 1 And in the case of 10x: \\.\PhysicalDrive0: use port 0: on controller 1 \\.\PhysicalDrive0 0: set speed to 10x And that would all be as a single command. In a terminal program it would be: cd / sudo./SlowCD -p \\.\\PhysicalDrive0 -t 0 -a 1 10 To use the command line in the example it would be:
sudo./SlowCD -p \\.\\PhysicalDrive0 -t 0 -a 1 10 One thing to note: the actual number, or port, the CD-ROM drive is on is stored in the registry under: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SY
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Quickly lower the speed of most CD drives. First call out to "smooth.exe" to set the speed to 1x (it might need to be run as administrator). Then call SlowCD to set the speed to the desired number. You can print out the current and desired speed using: echo %current_speed% echo %desired_speed% To return to 1x you can run echo 0 0 If you want to know the desired speed with a standard speed (176) you can call: echo
%desired_speed_standard% For the details read'manual.txt' in the directory containing slowcd.exe. A: I use this for my wifi and 4G Card Sharing: ping 10.10.10.10 -t -w 30 It pings a fixed IP address every 30 seconds. If you have multiple Ip Addresses, change the IP and change the -w to the seconds to ping. This invention relates to a coating method and a coating system, more particularly to a method and system for the production of a

sandblasted and pickled finish on metal surfaces that is both environmentally friendly and aesthetically pleasing. Currently, the finishing process for metal parts includes sandblasting or cleaning and/or pickling the metal parts. The sandblasting or cleaning process is required to remove surface oxides. Pickling is required to remove a pre-existing oxide layer from the surface of the metal part. After sandblasting and pickling, the metal parts are
subjected to a process to give the metal parts a coating or an appearance. Pickling is a well-known process for removing scale or rust from ferrous metals. Pickling solutions are routinely used to strip rust and scale from alloys, surface treat metal parts or to clean to protect metal parts from rust. A pickling solution is an acid solution which is generally comprised of an acid, usually nitric acid, at a pH of between 2 and 3. The pickling process

usually involves immersion of the metal part in a hot pickling solution at about 70xc2x0 C. for about 15-30 minutes. If the pickling solution is not hot enough, either the pickling operation will be incomplete or the pickling operation will strip and oxidize the coating on the metal part. The hot pickling solution eliminates problems associated with other pickling processes, such as the corrosion of unprotected metals 09e8f5149f
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========== Set the speed of an optical drive Author: A.F. This is a very simple utility that uses some ideas from the SomeCD by Luzi program. This is actually a python script, but the distribution is a.exe file. License: ======== This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your
option) any later version. The General Public License can be found in As a special exception, the copyright holders of SomeCD give you permission to link this program with Independent Module Software (or, alternatively, with dynamically linked libraries that implement a close variant of the interface defined in SGI's Standard C Library) and distribute linked combinations including the two. You must obey the GNU General Public License
in all respects for all of the code used other than some commonly used libraries. Specifically, if you distribute any derivative works based on this, you must acknowledge both the copyright and the license of the original work. Sunday, July 26, 2015 I am sharing what I made with another Sewcial Artist - The Millionaire Sewcial Artist! Kerri had the Artistic License to create Anything Goes. The theme was Tropical Fish. This quilt is called the
Fish Tank Bag. I stitched the sides and bottom while she did the quilting. Here is a shot of the back. She did a rainbow stitching around each fish. Let's have a peek. The chart fits perfectly on the 12x12 canvas. There are 9 fish on the chart and the bag measures 12 inches tall. There is room for a beading string on the inside too. So I made myself a Fish Tank bag. I was working at home so the day started off a little slow. I was also trying to
finish up a few christening gowns. I tried some new techniques for the embroidery on the pink gown and received lots of compliments on the gown. Then it was back to the quilt and bag. I got a few more neighbors in my sewing room. I have started

What's New In SlowCD?

=================== SlowCD lets you change the speed of most CD-Roms. If a drive supports variable speeds you will be able to set the speed. SlowCD requires a speed to be set, so it will try to check that it is valid (above 0). If it is not you will be asked for the new speed. NOTE! SlowCD has only been tested on CD-Roms, but it should probably work on some BD discs too. Randy L. Larson's comment I just installed and ran the new
SlowCD and discovered the following: If I run the command: slowcd 0 0 and press enter, nothing happens -- no errors reported, no speed change reported. If I run the command: slowcd -1 0, the program reports the drive:Max speed: 0, Curr. speed: ; setting speed to -1. Any ideas? Anybody who wants to use an (almost) free alternative can do so using a command which is included on a floppy image distributed by p4hydro... SlowCD is a
command line tool which runs under MS-DOS or MS Windows (that's why it's useful if you have to burn in Linux). The command is quite simple: SlowCD speedspeed SlowCD determines the maximum transfer rate supported by the cd-rom in question and asks for your speednumber. If you don't give a speed number it will get the maximum (safe) transfer rate from the cd-rom. You should only use a speed number which results in a transfer
rate which is smaller than the maximum supported by the cd-rom. If you do not this number will not be printed, no action taken, no speed change. You should be careful to get a speed number that does result in a speed less than the maximum. Unfortunately SlowCD does not check if the speed you provide is valid, so it's not possible to find out what speed your cd-rom supports (the speed can be anything). There has been a lot of discussion in
recent months about the quest for a free alternative to Nero. I don't want to diminish the importance of this activity, but it is really not necessary. There's an excellent free (and free of most of the bells and whistles most other software developers provide) one: LiveCD!. The majority of you probably already know of this, but in case you don't, here's the details.
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System Requirements:

Supported operating systems: Windows 7, 8, and 10 Mac OS X 10.6.8 (Leopard) or higher Linux Browser: Google Chrome Internet Explorer 11 Safari 8.0+ Firefox 8.0+ Microsoft Edge Version 9+ (experimental) Safari for iOS iPad 2+ iPhone 4+ Androïd 3.0+ Android 4.
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